
Bulletin No.: PIC5793A

Date: Mar-2013

Subject: Water Leak On Driver Floor And/Or Various Electrical Concerns With Possible Communication Or 

Powertrain Codes

Models: 2012 - 2013 Buick Verano

This PI was superseded to Admin Details. Please discard PIC5793.

The following diagnosis might be helpful if the vehicle exhibits the symptom(s) described in this PI.

Condition/Concern

A customer may comment of a water leak on the driver side floor. The vehicle may exhibit any of the following concerns; intermittent no fob detected, no crank 

no start, park brake light flashing, a rough running concern, SES light on, power locks locking on their own, Service Park Assist message. Upon dealership 

diagnosis the technician may find multiple communication or powertrain codes.

Recommendation/Instructions

Inspect the X200 for water intrusion or corrosion and replace any of the terminals that are corroded. If water intrusion is found inspect the windshield for voids in 

seam sealer and reseal the windshield.

Warranty Information

For vehicles repaired under warranty use:

Labor Operation Description Labor Time

C0020 Windshield Resealing Use Published Labor Operation Time

Additional SI Keywords:

B2476 B3125 B3130 BCM BPP C0293 EBCM ECM FPCM module P025A P057D P069E P0700 P1682 PSCM SYM00 SYM01 SYM02 SYM08 SYM59 SYM71 

TCM U0073 U0100 U0109 U0121 U0128 U0140 VCIM

Please follow this diagnostic or repair process thoroughly and complete each step.  If the condition exhibited is resolved without completing every step, the 

remaining steps do not need to be performed.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may 

occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, 

safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that 

your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.
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